Cold Edge Of The World Is This Scientist's Domain
By SARAH COMBS
Picture a man who has lived on
the very edge of the world. And
on other edges too: Between
existence and death, desolation
and beauty—on a "land" that
disappears while he watches it.
And picture this man returning
with smiles and tales of the
"lands" incredible beauty.
The man is Dr. William J.
Campbell and he has spent 14
years of his life studying the polar
regions of the earth: the Arctic
and the Antarctic. During that
period, he has traveled 11,000
miles on the ice, camped nearly 2
years on it; been the first man to
dive under it; been "stalked by
literally hundreds of polar bears"
and once spent five lonely months
traversing across a piece of ice as
big as France with 6 men who had
no contact with the outside
world.

Man has only begun to explore
the polar regions within the last
12 or 15 years, with the advent of
safe aircraft. Now, the polar work
goes on year round, under the
most hazardous of conditions.
Temperatures in the Arctic may
range from -68 degrees to, at the
warmest, freezing. The Arctic
free floating ice moves
tremendously fast and often;
a "lead" or crack
several hundred feet across may
open within 20 minutes and close
within another 20. Huge
"hummocks" are formed when
floating ice islands crash into one
another. Dr. Campbell describes
the tension of camping on a site
that may, in the middle of the
night, crack open, forming a dense
"ice fog" and a lead that swallows
some of the camp buildings. "You
can see that living on that ice is
exciting", he says placidly.
(Continued on Page Eight)
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Annual Christmas Tree
Lighting Ceremony Held
By GREG BREWIS
The chorus of "0 Come All ye
Faithful" rang out across our
campus on Monday evening as a
prelude to the President's Annual
Christmas Address.
Approximately 75 people
joined together, with candles
aflame to sing: "Jingle Bell,"
"Rudolph the Red Nosed
Reindeer," "Silent Night," "0
Holy Night," "The First Noel,"
and many other favorites. The
carolers, 98% female were led by
music major Curtis Barber.
GROUP SINGING, led by Curtis Barber marked the annual

As the soft light from the
Jones Hall street light filled the
air, Dr. Thompson presented a
shortened version of his annual
address. He then ordered that the
Christmas trees and stars be lit.

Christmas Tree Lighting Ceremony last Monday.

Committee Gains Students

Last Monday, the seventh, the
Faculty Senate passed a resolution
recommending to the full faculty
A nearby plant department
that a proposed committee on
worker mentioned, "we had
promotion, tenure and
trouble with the star this year.
non-reappointment include three
One bulb seemed to be burned
students in addition to the faculty
out.
and administration representation.
The original recommendations
As the singers filed away
singing "Silent Night," Dr, prepared by Keith Berry included
Thompson cast a quick glance at no provisions for student
the star, turned, and withdrew members.
The full faculty will consider
into Jones Hall.
the proposal at their next

meeting, tentatively scheduled for
early February.
The Senate also voted to return
to committee a report by the
Academic Standards committee
that the time limit for the
completion of incompletes be
extended from six weeks to one
year.
The Senate didn't feel that a
six week or one year deadline was
workable. The consenus was for a
policy that was reasonable and
everyone could follow.
There was discussion of an
incomplete with no fixed date for
completion.

(Continued on Page Nine)

Sororities
CATHY MURPHY prepares for the season by decorating the
Christmas tree for Chi Omega Chapter room.

May Share

Ski Carnival
Set For Jan. 13
By BOB EDWARDS
The fifth annual UPS Ski
Winter Carnival has been set for
the second Wednesday in January,
the thirteenth. This date has been
chosen for the convenience of all
students and Faculty members.
In past years students have
rallied quite strongly to this event
sending well over 350 people to
the mountains for the day. Skiers
range from non-skiers to
advanced, yet even if you don't
care to ski, there is both
sight-seeing and people-watching.
481, Also snowball fights and the
Rathskeller Inn will be open for
your convenience.
There will be an early breakfast
in the SUB at 6'15 a.m. where
you will also pick up your sack
lunch. The lunch must be signed
up for at registration before the
ski day.

Chapter Rooms
A proposal for sororities to
share chapter rooms was part of a
suggestion for a tentative
approach to the problem or
allocating space in the SUB made
at the last Housing Committee
meeting on Dec. 3.

All the busses will depart for
the mountains at 7'00 a.m.
Throughout the day there will be
excellent ski instruction, lunch
and dinner, and lots of good social
fun. A ski dance is being planned
if enough students want it. More
details of the day's events will be
published soon.
Ski equipment may be
purchased or rentedat local ski
shops. Skis, boots, and poles can
be rented for about $2.50.
Registration cost is nominal.
Two dollars, which include bus
transportation, ski lessons, two
meals for those who have meal
tickets, and a dance.
There will be a sign-up booth
in the SUB for the first week in
January so be prepared to bring
back all your skiing equipment
after Christmas vacation.

The Sub-Committee on
Allocation of Space in the
Student Center has sent forms to
the sororities asking for any
solution they might have for the
maximum use of space. These
suggestions will be used in the
deliberations.

PRESIDENT TOM LEAVITT, Dr. R. Franklin Thompson, and
Bob Ford discuss the "Back a Brother" scholarship drive. Money
raised through a local drive will be matched dollar for dollar by
the federal government. The program is being organized from a
wide base of support.

Additional proposals were
expansion of Cellar X to make
provisions for a Faculty Dining
room, installation of a Health
Center in the present Faculty
Dining room, use of the present
Health service for a Craft Shop,
and use of some of the vacated
chapter rooms for meetings and
(Continued on Page Nine)
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The TRAIL: Opinion,
Objectivity, Truth,
Information
By GREG BREWIS
Every college newspaper is the target of criticism
from the general public, the alumni, and the student body.
Criticism seems to have intensified in recent years at the very
time when editors are undergoing a shift in thinking about
the purpose of campus newspapers. Critics have made several
suggestions, I will attempt to deal with a few of them.
First, it has been suggested that college newspapers
should strive to reflect the conscience of the various publics.
I believe that the TRAIL staff has weighed the
expected reactions of all readers before publishing what may
be controversial subjects. The staff's consideration has
moderated our approach on several issues, but has just as
often radicalized our approach or reaffirmed existing policy.
The consideration of reactions has not interfered
with the prime objective of our efforts: supplying our readers
with information which they might not have otherwise had at
their disposal or ideas which may have not occured to them.
It is impossible for the TRAIL staff of 10 people to
decide to represent the views of more than 3,000 readers.
The staff can only effectively represent its own opinion.
Whether people read an article and agree or disagree with its
content or point of view is beside the point. Regardless of
their beliefs, a large number of issues are exposed and people
begin to think about problems and solutions.
A second criticism is that campus newspapers should
present an objective reporting of the news.
The TRAIL, believe a few, has a responsibility to
present a balanced view of the news. I do not believe that the
TRAIL staff consciously strives to objectively report the
news. Instead, the TRAIL staff attempts to report important
facts as we see them. The discrimination between important
and unimportant facts necessarily creates a non-objective
article. In addition, there is no point in claiming that 100% of
the facts concerning a certain story will be inc -Nrporated in
the article.
The mere fact that newspapers have front pages and a
decision has to be made about what goes on these pages
constitutes a form of censorship.
If any reader feels that all important facts have not
been included, the staff gives him the opportunity to express
his views through letters to the Editor. The TRAIL staff feels
it is wise to print letters of criticism because we believe our
position to be the correct one and that no harm can result in
printing letters. In fact, failure to print letters of criticism
tends to lead to more letters of criticism.
Finally, some critics seek a clear definition of the role
played by student editorial writers and editorial policy. One
of the basic reasons students chose to contribute to college
newspapers is to express their opinions. This is most true of
editorial writers. While working for the TRAIL, both
reporters and editorial writers have the opportunity to
communicate "the Truth" to all people.
No one wants to spend 20 hours a week on a campus
newspaper, perhaps sacrificing high grades, just for the status
of putting out a second TATTLER. Unless student journalists
have the opportunity to express their opinions and say what
they think, there is simply no point in indulging in this type
of activity.
A worthwhile newspaper should reflect the opinions
of the staff that produces it. A newspaper that reflects public
opinion is simply boring. Our role is not to confirm the
prejudices of our readers. Our role is also not to lead or
change public opinion. We aim to reflect the state of
existence: the way things are.
Editorially, we attempt to dig up facts, stores and
other material which we think people might not be aware of
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Reformatory Inmate
Seeks Correspondence
R.I.C.O. Foundation
"Reformatory Inmates Correspondence Organization"
December 3, 1970
Brothers and Sisters,
I am an inmate at Monroe Reformatory. (have a deep
interest in my fellow human beings, especially those who are
decaying behind bars for making more mistakes than others. I
have taken into my hands the opportunity to help the
vegetating individuals here at Monroe. I am doing what I can
to bring my brothers and sisters closer together by finding
correspondence that will unite to these imprisoned human
beings. I have been here for ten months and know many who
have received no mail whatsoever since I arrived. These
people are in deep conflict with the world, as well as
themselves. They are falling off into an oblivion of criminal
domination . They need to know someone cares, that there
are people out there waiting for a friend, not just a world of
existing dummys concerned in the next pay check. No, my
request to you is, will you please place a bulletin up on
campus where it will be noticed or 13F -c out a circular to
students, stating "Anyone wishing to mai,- an inmate in a
prison feel human and know someone cares he is alive, please
contact:
Felix Kvistad (President of R.I.C.0.)
No. 126943 3A-41
Box 777 Monroe, Washington 98272

I will either send their names out or give the outside
addresses to them. I am deeply moved by your patience in
reading this. A concerned brother being.
Sincerely yours,
Felix Kvistad (President of R.I.C.0.)
P. S. "I do not discriminate!"

and that we think they should know about. Our aim,
editorially, is to put our opinions on record and try to
convince people that they are valid. If they cannot be
convinced, at least, they are forced to confront the issues.
We are under no illusions that an editorial in a
student newspaper is going to result in widespread changes.
However, subjects will be chosen that may have some
influence on our reader's decision making,
Any article that appears in the TRAIL is based on a
certain amount of personal knowledge, investigation of the
facts, and a number of opinions about what is happening.

A campus newspaper published weekly (Friday)
except vacation and examination periods during the
academic year by the Associated Student Body of the
University of Puget Sound. Phone: (206) 759-3521 .
E x t. 278. Office: Room 214, Student Union
Building, 1500 North Warner, Tacoma, Washington,
98416. Yearly subscription rates are $4.50. Spring
semester only:$1.50.

STATEMENT OF POLICY
Opinions expressed in the TRAIL are those of
the writer, and do not necessarily reflect those of the
University of Puget Sound, its administration,
faculty, Assosciated Student Body, or the Puget
Sound TRAIL staff.
Material submitted should be typewritten.
Deadlines for each issue are 12 (noon) on the Monday

prior to publication. The TRAIL reserves the right to
edit for length, propriety, or libel.
All material must be signed by the author.

13 Actives
Received
Letter
By NORM EDER
The dust has now settled over
the ex-Fiji house and the
happenings of several weeks ago.
After the sensationalism of the
story settled down to hard facts
one thing remain clear, the
situation is still confusing.
Approximately 13 people who
were members of the house
received the now famous "letter."
The total list is still unclear but
the following individuals were
charged with acts "unbecoming a
Fiji": Am Smith, Scott Richards,
Greg Brewis, Norman Eder, Chris
1 ideout, Grey Thompson, Jim
',eede, Chris Anderson, Sid
.:errick, Tom Georges, Val
Kranack, Dick Siddaway. Two
pledges who quit following the
purge were Keith Flick and
Harold Brevig.
Only the contents of the
ex-Fiji house were removed, the
individuals who were living in the
house at the time are still living
there as the house is now
University Property in use as a
dormitory.
The personal effects of the
fraternity are now located at some
unspecified place off-campus. The
fraternity business is being held in
various off-campus apartments
belonging to the members.
At the present time the Fiji's
are negotiating with the school for
a take over of the furniture that is
still located in the "newest
dorm."
As to the expelled members,
several are in the process of
appealing the charges and they
will soon stand before a Trustee
Trial to be officially charged with
specific crimes. The majority of
those who were purged are not
going to appeal to the Trustees,
stating that, "It would be like
giving them too much credit."
Those who remain members of
the organization are tight-lipped
about the situation facing the
house at the present time.
It is made clear, though, that
the house is trying to pull itself
together and reorganize for the
spring semester.
•

Enrollment Up
WASHINGTON (CPS)--College
enrollment is expected to jump 50
percent during the next 15 years,
according to census figures. Total
enrollment is expected to reach
approximately 11.5 million in
1985, compared to the current
7.5 million. About half the
expected increase would be due to
increased population and half due
to increased proportion of young
people going to college.
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BLACK VETERANS

Questionnaire

PLAN TELETHON

Inconclusive

The Black Vietnam Veterans of service that no one else is
Tacoma are sponsoring a telethon providing."
bazaar to raise money for the
Smith added that the veteran's
erection of a Memorial Monument group is not limited to Blacks,
to be placed in front of the that anyone could belong who
County- City building.
was interested in the ideals of the
The bazaar to held at the UPS organization.
Field House from 12 noon
Direct donations to the BVVT
Tuesday to 12 midnight MONUMENT FUND, may be
Wednesday will feature made at any Puget Sound
continuous entertainment in the National Bank.
The bazaar will feature Bobby
attempt to raise $12,000.
Donations of $1150 will be and the Inkeepers„ Rhaw
accepted at the door and Synchopation & Co., Dynamic
telephone lines will be opened so James Brown Jr., Two Bit
people can call in and make Medicine Show and Band Wagon,
pledges. The telephone number to Dave Brown Quarter, Butter Ball,
call will be made public a few KTAC Sugar Brucy, Charles and
days before the start of the the Entertainers, Neal Sisters, Al's
Smooth Explosions, Spiritual Six,
bazaar.
The bazaar will feature Fred and Chris Lund.
Elegant fashions for 1971 will
Wiggs reading poetry and music
ranging through folk, rock, jazz, be presented by Marsha Neary and
Daisy Stallworth, featuring:
and soul.
The monument to be erected Afram House
Northwest,
will be dedicated to black men Nordstrom Best, Zukors, Pink
who have died in Vietnam. Lou Garter, Mac The Knife, Stanley
Smith, chairman of BVVT, Sjoes, Foreman & Clark, and
explained. "The erection of this Madam MazeIle Wigs.
monument will initiate a full-time
Booths are available at the
program by the Black Vietnam bazaar as is space in the brochure
Veterans which is designed to through the fifteenth.
create rapport between returning
Additional information on the
servicemen and the community." program and the bazaar is
Smith, a veteran of three and available by contacting Lou Smith
one-half years in the service and at the Tacoma Community House,
two terms in Vietnam stated, This FU 3-3952.
program is an urgent and needed

By MAILA PUTNAM
DElegate-At-Large
As 29 of you may remember,
last week the delegates published
a questionnaire on the trail. The
response was very small so the
validity of the response may easily
be questioned. The over all trend
was that the trail should cover off
campus events yet doesn't cover
off campus events adequately.
People felt that the trail did
not discuss both sides of an issue,
yet only 2 of the 29 respondants
had written articles-7 of which
were published.
One person asked if it should
be necessary for him to write an
article to get both sides of an issue
covered and then replied "No."
This seems to be the attitude of
most people on this campus. They
want everything to go their way
yet are not willing to work at it.
People seem to want something
for nothing. Until people realize
that they must take at least some
responsibility for articles they
would like to see in the Trail
There will always be
dissatisfaction with the paper.
UP AGAINST THE WALL,
this year's leadership conference
will be held the first weekend
during the winterim at CBC. The
purpose will be to discuss the
proposed constitution and offer
revisions to be considered at
Central Board. All interested
students should contact the
delegates at Ext. 273 (SC 205).

Central Board
Approves
Change
In Constitution
The preamble and articles I and
II of the new proposed
constitution were adopted at
Central Board at last Tuesday's
meeting.
Any amendments to the old
constitution must be pissed by a
two-thirds vote of Central Board
before they can go to the student
body for a vote.
The adoption came after some
parliamentary bumbling around in
which the entire new document
was adopted as a whole and then
reconsidered.
Maila
Putnam,
delegate-at-large, moved that the
entire new constitution
be
adopted in place of the old

-

-

LATEST WEDNESDAY REPORT

PARKER TESTIMONY POSTPONED

study
Parker's diary and determine what
material of relevance it contains.
After Defense moved that
co-conspirators being held at
McNeil Island be brought to the
courtroom. The Judge reported
that he was in contact with the
constitution. The motion was warden and that arrangements will
seconded and no one offered any be made as soon as all the security
discussion when President Tom problems are worked out.
Mike Abeles reaction to this
Leavitt asked for discussion.
ruling
set off a series of outbursts.
The question was called for
and
exchanges
between members
and the motion passed
of the defense and the Court.
unanimously.
The Judge reprimanded Abeles
Later, when Greg Brewis
for
insulting him and the court
pointed out what they had done,
the Board moved to reconsider and engaging in the type of
language that constitutes
the action.
The new constitution was contempt of court. He said it was
subsequently considered article by his duty to reprimand them and
article, with action so far only on that he could no longer sit back
the preamble and the first two and allow that type of outburst.
Court convened at 9:10 this
articles.
morning
of the 9th day of the
In other action the Board
approved the constitution of the Seattle 8 Trail in Tacoma; After
Student's International reviewing yesterday's procedings
Meditation Society of UPS as an and the matter of the testimony
of Horace Parker. Judge George
official organization.
Further testimony of
prosecution witness Horace Parker
has been postponed in the
conspiracy trail of the Seattle 8.
Judge Boldt suggested the
postponement until all
information is available and he has

had an opportunity to

Boldt suggested that Parker's
testimony be postponed until all
information is gathered and until
he can completely study the diary
and notes.
He gave the defense their
"last admonition" in regard it
interrupting the court
proceedings. Members of the
defense and their counsel replied
that more time was used in
reprimanding than in outbursts. It
was also pointed out to the judge
that he is not emotionally
involved in the case as are the
defendents and that a certain
amount of reaction was expected.
Michael Lerner asked the judge
to notice that there were no
outbursts when the judge ruled,
"fairly."
The defense submitted a plan
for providing a larger spectator
area by using a P. A. system and
broadcasting the courtroom
proceedings into a small room just
behind the courtroom. Judge
Boldt replied he would give the
matter serious consideration.

The next order of business
concerned a witness to be called
by the prosecution. The witness,
Madson, alleged undercover agent
for the FBI, will be testifying in
regard to a meeting held on
February 13. The defense
charged, citing information from
presedent cases, that the subject
of the February meeting was not
mentioned in the prosecutor's
opening statements nor was it
covered in the indictment.
With this plea it hopes to
prevent Madson from testifying
about the particular meeting,
instead of having the judge tell the
jury to disregard the testimony
after they've heard it.
Court recessed early allowing
the Judge time to study the
defense material on precedent
cases.

~ Open

930 Eo 930
six nights a week
some stores open
sundays

The
Obcoma
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Administration Programs

Last week, the University
announcedits intention to increase
tuition for the coming year to
$1,800. In addition to raising
faculty and staff salaries from five
to ten percent and other
inflationary increases, new
programs mentioned included: a
counseling center, a campus safety
program, and a grant development
office. In this week's TRAIL these
programs will be explained in
more detail.
Counseling Center
The Proposed Budget—$50,000
Historically, the "counseling"
function at the University of
Puget Sound has been borne
largely by faculty and
administrative staff who already
have full time responsibilities.
This group has included many
with a high degree of skill in
counseling and even more who are
interested greatly in student
welfare.
The faculty report a high
incidence of contacts from
students who desire assistance
with emotional and personal
events in their college life. As the
complexity of the modern student
role has grown, along with a
growing student body, these
contact have also increased.
The informal counseling
arrangement now in effect at UPS
has caused some difficulties. It is
obviously difficult for some
students to identify the
"counselors". There is no center
for them to go to for a specific
kind of problem. They must ferrit
out interested and capable
members of the University staff.
This approach does not offer an
opportunity for the coordination
of services, nor for the provision
of some specific ones, such as
vocational counseling and testing.
Another obvious problem has
been the erosion of faculty time

•

By NORM EDER and CHRIS RIDEOUT

Detailed In Depth
UPS PUBLIC RELATIONS DEPT.

Roving Revolutionaries

new variety of inter-personal
relationships; they are attempting
to find purpose and direction in a
vocational foal and are facing
other important emotional events
that are entirely regular and
normal but can be very
troublesome situations to work

as they are increasingly called
upon to give time for students
personal, as well as academic,
concerns. In addition to the time
restraint, faculty and staff can
find themselves moving into a
quasi-counseling relationship for out os.
This is where competently
which he or she has no training.
These various difficulties have trained and concerned
been recognized by almost all professional counseling staff can
college and university respond. They can be expert
communities and the response resources to the student in
ususally has taken the form of a reacting positively to these
counseling center. Such a center educational, vocational, and social
concerns. The obvious emphasis
can take a variety of approaches
and include a range of services. At then is in making healthy people
a university like ours, the healthier. The great advantage is
emphasis clearly ahould be within in avoiding many of the crises
the general context of personal
students might experience now
growth which is the purpose and
because concerns were not met
direction of our formal academic
and dealt with at an earlier stage
programs. With a counseling in their development.
service so structured, the
Because this kind of service
University responds to its basic aims at helping people to be more
educational objective. The effective and more successful in
counseling model that most
dealing wiht their lives, we would
nearly approaches this is the
certainly expect student retention
Human Development model.
to improve. In this way our
The sense of human
service can be both a very positive
development is encapsulated in
educational force and a positive
economic force as well. If
the word "change." How do
students are able to deal
students deal with the change that
adequately with personal
is inevitable in their lives? Why are
difficulties before they become so
some better able to deal with the
unmanageable as to dictate
series of changes, which, taken
withdrawal from school, both the
together we call human
student and the university can
development? Why do we assume
deal more straightforwardly with
that physiological changes are
the overall task—that of a
ordinary and irreversible, but
successful academic and personal
seldom view psychological
experience in obtaining_a degree.
cahnges the same way? How can
we assist college students to cope (Continued on Page 7)
with change successfully rather
than to live out a series of unmet
crises?
Everyone faces change,
especially college students. If we
take each situation as it is
experienced, it can seem like an
isolated and urgent event. These
events seem to pile up during the
college years. Students, as young
adults, are attempting to establish
By DRAMA DEPT'
a new sense of autonomy as they
Thursday
night, University
separate from the traditional
family; they are working with a Theatre continued their Studio II

Studio II

Comedies

production with two one-act
plays. These plays are both
contemporary comedies written
by European play- wrights.
THE REAL INSPECTOR
HOUND, by Tom Stoppard starts
the show. In this play, he has
created a looking-glass comedy of
great suspense and intrigue. It is
about two drama critics, each
pre-occupied with his professional
status and personal dissatisfaction,
who go to the theatre to see a new
thriller.
THE NEW TEI\ ANT, by
Eugene lonesco, is symbolic of
man's existence on earth in that
he accumulates vast objects and
memories that help him through
life. lonesco portrays this by his
comical absurdity in a man
moving into a new apartment.
The two shows run tonight and
tomorrow night, the 11th and the
12th. Curtain is at 8'00 p.m. and
admission is FREE. Don't miss
them!

Once again we find ourselves
within the confines of
approaching finals and the nearing
of the Christmas break. As
subserviant messengers of the
Supreme Secret Council on
Campus Celebrities, we are
thrilled to announce that we have
been selected to present the first,
and maybe last, Allusionary Merit
Citations for the University of
Puget Sound.
These citations are given by the
benevolence of the Council in
order to pay tribute to those who
have distinguished themselves in
the production of the 1970 fall
semester.
The committee has selected as
the best make-up man of Ulf.
semester Mr. Dale Smith. Mr. Spiro T. Agnew
Smith has been instrumental in Truth in Journalism Award
covering up for some of the best To The TRAIL's
Roving Revolutionaries
known names in the business.
Phi Gamma Delta has been
Professor i.eRoy Smith as the
honored with the Best kept Secret
Leading Citizen by honoring him
Award. The members of this
with the Good Citizen's Award.
group put themselves out in an all
Dr. R. Franklin Smith has been
out effort to gain this award.
granted with the award for the
Congratualtions Fiji!
best Direction of an Animated
The Thick Sod Award goes to
Cartoon. Richard Dale Jones has
the UPS Plant 'Dept for its
been named Best Supporting
continuing effort and vigilance in
Actor in an Animated Cartoon.
guarding against those nasty,
These two have been important in
nasty weeds.
the perpetuation of the cartoon
Coach Bob Smith has been
industry.
given the coveted award for the
Realizing that we are all here
Best Character Actor of the fall
to gain an education, the Free
semester. His starring role in
University is the recipeint of the
"Hang-em High" has been award 'ofor the Best Educational
acclaimed as the high point of his Documentary.
career.
Last, but not least, the Council
For his outstanding work on has panted a special award to the
the Ethic of Consumption Roving Revolutionaries for. their
program, Chaplain Jeff Jones has devotion to one of the finer arts.
beei. given his choice of a The Spiro T. Agnew Truth In
Cadillac, Rolls Royce or a Lincoln Journalism Award has been
Continental. A special prize of presented to commemorate their
fine, imported caviar has been activities of the fall semester.
granted him by the ACLU
The Supreme Secret Council
Chapter the UPS Campus.
on Campus Celebrities wishes to
Recognizing the best Mobile convey its gratitude to the mans
Commercial, the Council has nominees and the recipiants of
named Mr. Thomas Smith as its awards who have helped make
Best Visual Aid. Mr. Smith has these presentations possible. The
been honored for his participation
Council wishes to extend its
in the Anti-Frizzy Fuzz
congratulations to the winners.
Campaign.
Being especially appreciative of
his hard work in the advancement
of the culinary arts, Director
Richard Smith has been honored
with a life-time meal ticket and an
Quality Portraits
honorary membership in the
Personal Service
United Farmworkers Union.
Striving for a better citizenship
Reasonable Prices
in the University Community, the
Council has acknowledged
Sixth Avenue
•

NORTHWEST
STUDIOS

1108

BR 2-3089

BE NICE

ocitte

y

HOLIDAY HOURS
MON. & FRI. 10:00-9 00
OTHERS 10:00-6:00

mo.

No. 26th and
Proctor

WISHES YOU A VERY
Fencing, both beginning and intermediate, will again be
offered by the Physical Education department. Monsieur Aurial, le
crazy Frenchman, will come down from Seattle to teach the two
courses to be offered second semester. The co-educational class has
proven to be very popular among those who have taken it.

AFTER THE GAME
AFTER THE DANCE
ANYTIME!

LET'S MEET AT

A GOOD PLACE TO EAT

MERRY
CHRISTMAS
Johnny's
Golden Door
Restaurant
Fife WA 2-6686

JOHNNY'S
on the MALL
MA 7-3186 or GR 5-4211

Specializing in
Steaks * Seafood
Cocktails
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Tigar concluded his
cross-examination at this point,
while waiting for a diary that was
made by Parker during the month
preceeding the trail. The diary is
in the hands of the court. Boldt
indicated that he would turn it
over to the defense as soon as he
ruled on what was to be admitted,
since Parker claims that parts of
his diary are personal.
Defense attorney Lee Hawley,
next to question Parker, indicated
his scope would be extremely
limited since the defense hadn't
received the diary and other
material they had requested.

Conspiracy Trial Enters Third Week
Do Not Kill

Surprise Witness
The trail of seven young people
for "thought crimes" has
completed its second week in U.S.
District Court here in Tacoma.
The seven are charged with
conspiring to damage United
States property, and five of the
seven are charged with using the
facilities of interstate commerce
to incite a riot.
This week saw the prosecution
bring to the witness box what was
was billed as a surprise witness,
Horace Parker, an FBI undercover
agent.
Parker testified he had been
invited to join SDS in July 1969,
by Robbie Stern, defendant Sue
Stern's former husband, after
expressing opposition to the
Vietnamese War. But he soon
became disenchanted when he
found Marxist and Maoist
literature being distributedam.mg
the members.
He collected some of this
material and reported to the FBI.
Parker testified that at his first
meeting with the FBI he told the
agent he thought the members of
SDS were communist
revolutionaries. Shortly after this
meeting the FBI asked him if he
would like to be of service to his
country, and Horace Parker
became an undercover agent
working within the Weatherman
faction of SDS. Parker testified he
made daily reports to the FBI
during the months preceeding the
Feb. 17 demonstration from
which the charges stem.
In his testimony Parker
indicated that all of the
defendants except Joe Kelly and
Mike Abeles were at a Jan. 19
meeting at the U. of W. At the
meeting Chip Marshall and Jeff
Dowd told how they had been
introduced to the Seattle people.
Marshall, Parker testified, told the
meeting he and Jeff had been
following the Seattle movement in
the news, and had decided that
Seattle is where it is happening.
"But I find that's not the case,
" Marshall said. "The reason you
people haven't got your shit
together is you are not organized.
One way to get organized is to
form collectives." Parker testified
that Marshall went on to discuss
• the judicial system as just an arm
of imperialism. He described how
they should attack the courts.
Parker attended a second
meeting held Feb. 11 in the U. of
W. HUB at which, he testified,
they "laid out the strategy for the
TDA ( the day after)
demonstration. He told of how a
group of about 400 people
watched a movie of the Chicago
riots, and after the movie how
Chip Marshall took charge of the
meeting."
Marshall led a discussion in
which several people expressed
concern over possible violence.
Parker testified Marshall said, "I
won't tell you what to do."
At that point a woman stood
up and announced, "I'm a
member of the SLF tactical
committee and I can't tell you
which window to break, or which
window to throw a fire bomb
through, but I want to emphasize
getting into affinity groups to
keep from being ripped off by the
pigs."
Parker testified Marshall
looked at her and said, "That's
conspiracy right there. Watch
your mouth."
Jeff Dowd spoke up, according
to testimony, adding, "We'll go
down-to. that court house, and if.

At the conclusion of Maxey's
examination Chip Marshall
defending himself began his
questioning. Under Marshall
interrogation Parker revealed that
he had supplied the Weathermen
with a case of spray paint. Some
of which was used to paing the
courthouse. Parker testified that
the FBI had instructed him to use
the paint as a front to get in the
Weathermen's apartment while
Fiction Writer
there he was to check for
In response to Hawley
weapons.
examination Parker indicated that
The witness indicated that the he had been an English major in
FBI has exempted him from college, and that he had
prosecution, but added that he is considered 'writing for a long
not suppose to injure or kill time. Hawley asked, "You wanted
anyone.
to be a fiction writer?" Parker

Are You Willing To Lie?

Boldt Cautioning Defendents Ables And Dowd
the pigs try to stop us we'll kill
them."
At another meeting Feb. 18
Parker heard defendants call for
"shutting down the courthouse by
any means necessary."
Carl Maxey, defense attorney
began to cross-examine the
witness Thursday afternoon.
Under Maxey's interrogation
Parker elaborated on the tale of
his year's work as an informer for
the FBI.
Parker, age 33, was the sales
manager of a paint and building
supply store in Seattle. He has
attended Lewis and Clark for
three years and spent two years in
the service.
During most of the period he
worked for the FBI, Parker lived
at home with his wife and child.
He also kept his $700 a month job
with the paint store.

Painting For The FBI
"Did you bring the SDS some
paint to be sprayed at the
courthouse?" asked
D.1.ixey. "Yes," was the answer.
"Painting the courthouse for
the FBI," was Maxey's comment.
But in March, 1970, the FBI
agent left his home to move into
"The Fort," a former Weatherman
collective at 10th and E. John in
Seattle. The move was taken to
"penetrate deeper into SDS,"
Parker explained.
The duplex was described as
being equipped with "extra locks,
peepholes, and heavy plywood
walls."
Parker admitted having smoked
marijuanna often and taking some
"speed" while working among the
SDS and Weather people. He
denied having ever bought drugs
for them.
Feb. 11 was the occasion of
the meeting, held in the U. of W.'s
HUB to plan tactics for TDA.
After that meeting, Parker typed a
confidential report to the FBI
about the events of the night. Its
title was "The Making of a
Riot-1970."
In the report Parker quotes a
man he identifies as "Crowley"
saying, "Violence is the only
answer to a fascist court, and
saying, "If the pigs try to stop us,
kill them." This remark is now
included in the conspiracy
inditement, but is attributed to
Mike Abeles. Mr. Parker claims he
identified the speaker insorrectly

at the Feb. 11 meeting.

FBI Explosives
Parker also testified that he
had offered to buy dynamites
from a source in Idaho, a move he
claims he was told to make by the
FBI. He admitted that none of the
defendants were involved in this
transaction.
He indicated that he had not
bought dynamite but that he had
told the Weathermen he had, and
it was buried on his grandfather's
farm in Idaho. Parker said he told
the Weathermen that he did not
bring it to Seattle because he was
concerned about the Federal laws
pretaining to intrastate movement
of explosives.
Parker spat an angry no,when
asked by Maxey if he had supplied
the explosives to a young black
who was fatally shot in Seattle
earlier this year while placing a
bomb in front of a Seattle real
estate firm.
Maxey then took Parker over
earlier testimony relating to the
February 11 meeting in the Uof W
HUB. Maxey was able to establish
that Parker had made an error in
his reports to the FBI. Parker had
informed the FBI that the tape
Lerner played at the meeting was
a conversation between Lerner
and Tom Hayden, one of the
defendants in the Chicago
conspiracy trail, while in fact the
tape was of a conversation with
Rennie Davis.
Before the noon recess Judge
George Boldt offered a public
apology to Marth MacDowall, a
young defense assistant, he and
ordered to leave the court
Thursday during a disturbance.
Boldt admitted that he had beein
in error and that statements he
thought were made by Miss
MacDowall were really made by
Mrs. Stern one of the defendants.

'any gaeiler4
JEWELRY
Sales and Service for
Accutron
Bulova
Hamilton
Elgin

replied yes.
In response to Marshall's
Mike Lerner, defending himself
questions Parker told of several asked, "Did you ever meet me?"
trips in which he had attempted Parker replied. No Sir. "The first
to teach people snipping time you heard of me you were
techniques. Parker explained that told that I had a doctorate in
he had gained their confidence by Marxist Philosophy, that didn't
telling of experience as a green leave you disposed to like me very
beret, a cover story suggested by much did it?" Not really. Parker
the FBI.
replied. Parker had stated
He testified that he had been numerous time during his
instructed to do this as a means to testimony that he did not agree
discover how well trained the with the Marxist doctrine.
Weathermen were in guerilla waz
During his examination Lerner
fair.
asked, "Haven't you testified that
"So you taught people whc you have done precisely what we
you thought to be dangerous are charged with," Parker replied,
revolutionaries, how to shoot.' "I was there for a reason." Did
You encouraged them to become you aid and abet others in the
urban guerillas. Marshall said. distruction of the property of the
Parker replied, "To find out how United States." No. "Have you
much thye knew."
counseled or procured others to
"You are willing to go to any injure property of the United
length to get us."
States." No. "Did you deliver
"That is correct."
paint to the Weathermen to use in
"You are willing to lie to get the destruction of United States
us."
Property?" No, because I didn't
"Yes."
k now where the paint went.
Marshall fininshed his Lerner commented, "I don't
examination with that note.
know why he isn't being
Mike Tigar next to question charged.isn't being charged.
Parker established the existence of
Court was recessed early
a diary, from which Parker had
Tuesday
afternoon. The
made his reports. Tigar requested
prosecution's
next witness was
that the diary be produced as
inadvertently
released
by one of
evidence.
the prosecution's assistants. This
Under cross-examination by
action upset both the defense and
Mike Tigar, chief defense
the court.
attorney, Parker testified he had
Boldt stated, "I do admonish
been paid $7,195.25 including
you to have someone on hands at
expenses during the period from
all times."
July 1969 to the present.
He, however, when asked if he
"DOWN AT
employee of the FBI stated, "I
never was an employee of the
THE HEELS?"
FBI."
Tigar was asked, "Well, why
SEE
did you get $6,000 then?"
Perker replied, " Well, I don't
Proctor
get any fringe benefits." Parker
went on to explain the difference
SHOE REPAIR
between a regular agent and an
undercover agent. "I was a
3817 1/2 North 26th
confidential informant, "Le
explained.

PIZZA

"HUSTLER
WANTED

Around the campus, Pizza Haven drivers have long been
noted for their hustle. This is appreciated by our customers who demand quick service and hot pizza. However,
the Police Department is getting tired of hearing, "But
officer, I have three pepperoni specials to deliver and an
order of fried chicken waiting back at the store. - So
now, we need coordinators in the dorms and houses in
and around campus to take and call in their orders.
Therefore, Pizza Haven is now recruiting Pizza Haven
'Hustlers'. We will pay a limited number of certain reliable students, as. independent businessmen, to hustle
pizza. If you are interested in making a few bucks a day
by assisting Pizza Haven in taking orders for hot pizzas,
come into the store for more information.

DIAMONDS - RADIOS
2703 No. Proctor
SK 9-5681

//

2803 Sixth Avenue, FU 3-1797
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BACK A BROTH E R
By JOAN LYNOTT
UPS News Bureau
Basketball games, piano concerts, art
exhibits, plays, a prominent political speaker and
big-name entertainers will kick off the University of
Puget Sound's "Back A Brother" scholarship drive,
scheduled for the month of Februarry.
University president, R. Franklin Thompson,
and ASUPS chief executive, Tom Leavitt, jointly
announce and endorse the first massive scholarship
drive involving students, faculty, administrators and
the entire off-campus community ever sponsored by
UPS.
Via this university-wide, community-wide
campaign, it is hoped that thousands of dollars can
be raised to bring students from low-income families
in the surrounding area to UPS next year. (The
federal government will match the total amount
raised, dollar for dollar, through the Educational
Opportunity Grants program.) More than that, it is
hoped that every member of the university
community will get involved in some way, however,
large or small.
But back to the beginning of it all. Last
spring, Blact Studies professor Bob Ford, began
soliciting donations to bring more minority students
to the university and was fairly successful on his own.
This year, however, after a few brainstorming sessions
with other faculty and staff, it was decided that this
university could and should do more that just ask for
across-the-board donations. As a result of several
months of groundwork, different department and
organizations within the university have offered to
sponsor a variety of programs in exchange for these
donations.

•

A tentative schedule of events has been
drawn up, and includes a speaking engagement by
Chet Huntley, one of the most didtinguished
lewsmen in television history. He"l be on double
duty while at UPS, and involved in the dedication of
the new education facilities in Howarth Hall as well as
the "Back a Brother" campaign. Plans are in the
offing to bring some top-draw entertainers to the
Fieldhouse, too, but they're not confirmed as of yet.

".

PRESIDENT TOM LEAVITT leads planning as students work on the
design of a button for the "Back a Brother" scholarship drive. Backers
hope to mobilize the entire campus community to raise money to be
used for scholarships for needy students. (President Nixon looks on in
the background.) From left to right: Bob Ford; Ellis Cain; Dick Walsh;
Darrel Johnson; Tom Leavitt; Brian A. Thompson; and Robin
Butterfield. —UPS News Bureau Photo

SCHEDULE
OF EVENTS

Monday, Feb. 8

Basketball—UPS vs. All-American Athletes in Action
International Graphic Art Exhibit
Tuesday, Feb. 9
Piano Concert—David Kaisermann
Kaisermann Reception
Panhellenic Movie
Wednesday, Feb 10
Play, "Oh What A Lovely War!"
Students Skip Dinner(pending student approval)
Saturday, Feb. 13
Vogel Art Preview
Workshop on the American Indian
BSU Cabaret Dance
Sund'v, Feb. 14
S pecial Parent's Service
Parent's Concert-133rd Army Band
Thursday, Feb. 18
Political Speaker—Chet Huntley

But just as important, as far as students are
concerned, are the individual and group
money-making projects that will, in the end , make or
break this campaign. "Back A Brother" buttons will
be sold on campus, and already Chips and Spurs have
offered to man the sales booths. Other groups like
AWS and Panhellenic, have pledged their support. But
there are hundreds of other project possibilities, and
that's where the rest of the student body and the
faculty, too, for that matter, can get involved.
Some of the possibilities include: Selling
tickets to any of the major events planned; throwing
an all-campus dance; organizing a "rent-a-student"
drive; carrying off a giant raffle; getting together with
your group to paint a house or clean a park or
whatever you can come up with; auctioning yourself
to the highest bidder to bake a cake, cook a dinner,
clean a dorm room or anything else you can think of.
And then, of course, there are the old standards—a
bake sale, a car wash, etc. You get the idea.
what is so unique and exciting about this
whole project is that any student can do anything he
wants to make money for a "brother". And,
incidentally, all those contributing will have their
names published in a huge advertisement in the

TRAIL. There might even develop keen group
competition, especially since the group contributing
the most will receive a surprise prize (a keg maybe?)
at the end of the month.
So it's up to each of you to decide whether
you're committed to making UPS the kind of school
that's open to all kinds of students. If you are, "Back
A Brother" gives you a chance to prove it. Students
may contact any member of the steering committee
fro the campaign, which includes Bob Ford,
chairman; Jim Dolliver (Administrative Assistant to
Governor Evans), honorary chairman; Dale Bailey,
off-campus public relations; Tom Leavitt, ASB
coordinator; Joan Lynott, publicity; and Jeff Smith,
campus orgainization and alumni relations.
Studetns will be asked to skip on dinner
sometime in February, and all proceeds will benefit
the fund. Amother major focus will involve a pledge
card to be included in the spring semester registration
packets. They'll give students the opportunity to
donate any amount of money toward scholarships
and that amount will automatically be included in the
total semesters fees. Still, it's the individual projects,
the "do your own thing" affairs that'll be the most
significant.

Both the Faculty Senate and
Central Board have wholeheartedly endorsed the aims
and purpose of the drive, and solicit support from
faculty members and students alike. The program is
big and it's going to get bigger.
Professor Ford called it "the first real chance
the total university to work together on a project of
great social significance—one that meets a crying need
of the community around us.
"There's always a lot of talk about
benevolence incommunity relations," he
continued,"The scholarship drive provides a real
vehicle for everyone to put their commitment in
action form."
Tom Leavitt practically echoed Ford's
words: "This is a chance for all the people who say
`Something needs to be done,' to do something. And
it's long overdue."
"The responsibility for the campaign lies
with every individual and every group on campus,"
Leavitt insisted. "For the first time at this school,
why can't we get excited and back something htat's
not Homecoming?"
A good question. Support "Back A
Brother."

11.
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TUITION INCREASE JUSTIFIED

•

Continued From Page Four

The emphasis of the service
will not be to deal with the
I o nr t e rm or the complex
psychological disturbance. These
kinds of difficulties will be dealt
with in a preliminary way and
referred to an outside resource.
The counseling staff would
continue to have available, as a
member of the counseling team,
our consulting psychiatrist, Dr.
Van Doren, to assist in evaluating
severe psychological disturbances.
This, then, is the basic concept
of the counseling center.
A specific written proposal will
be developed and with its formal
approval we will proceed with the
hiring of a professional counselor
to serve as a director of the
counseling center. Many of the
specifics fo the program will grow
from the directors participation
and later planning. So the director
will not be deluged by early
traffic, we expect to engage two
half-time counselors to assist the
inaugeration of this counseling
service. This will enable students
to have a reasonable resource
from the beginning but also to
maintain a flexibility so that the
program can be shaped more
easily as time goes along.
The counseling center will fit
in as one of the resources of the
student services program under
the direction of the Dean of
Students. (The counseling center
concept was prepared by the Dean
of Students, John English, in
consultation with the Dean of the
University, Maxson Reeves.)
Campus Safety Program
Projected Budget—$20,000

security students alight see a
door ajar or a window open in
the administration building. His
response would be to call the
maintenance department when he
returned to his room and tell
them about the situation.
It is very important to
understand that these security
students would not be deputized,
would not be officers, would not
carry badges or any visible sign of
their position. They would also
not arrest anyone and they would
not participate in any show of
force at any time.
Through a signaling system
they would be alerted to dangers
on campus when reported to a
certain point. If, for instance, a
Head Resident found an intruder
in a dormitory and called for
assistance, three of four or five
security students might appear in
response to the call. If it were a
simple matter, they might show
the intruder to the door. If it were
more serious,they would appraise
the situation and call for proper
assistance as might be required.
(Atributed to Lloyd Stuckey,
Bursar of the University)
Grant Development Office
Proposed Budget—$17,800 Net
Definition: An office occupied
by a trained staff to research all
available publications relati ng to
government and foundation
interests and programs., aid in the
dissemination of this information
to the appropriate departments
and individuals in this school, to
help motivate departmental grant
applications when such action is

in keeping wiht the University's monthly to consider University
long-range plans, and keep priorities for grant resources and
personal contacts wiht review the grants program.
appropriate foundations and
Here is a typical example of
how the grant program might
government agencies.
Rationale: The University has work: Each morning a trained
now reached the stage in its secretary carefully reviews over a
maturity when the need for the hundred publications subscribed
funding of new programs, new to by the University for possible
facilities, and general operating resources. Let's say she discovers a
costs are of paramount nature. new interest in cooperative
The information about resource education by Ford Foundation.
potential in government programs That information would be
and private foundations is immediately disseminated to the
available through a series of School of Business. The Director
publications and by personal of Public Relations would also
contacts, but not generally contact the school to encourage a
available without extensive possible grant application.
Before the application was,
research.
The University will find an develped by the cooperative
overall coordinated effort toward education department, a simply
government and foundation a bstract of the proposed
resources very effective. Having application would be forwarded
two or three departments calling by the Director of Cooperativ.
on the same foundation or Education to the head of the
government agency at the same School of Business with copies of
time weakens the institutions the Dean of the University and
the Vice President for Finance. If
competitive position.
The University also needs the application were within the
overall control of new programs boundaries of the University's
and expansion of existing basic plan, the project would be
pn.grarns in order that the quickly approved and the
University maintains its basic application would be developed.
purpose and develops within the
If the application were in
scope of the long-range plan.
question or someone else at the
Each application for outside institution was already involved in
resources would be reviewed by a proposal to the Ford
the department head, division Foundation, the subject would be
chairman, academic dean, and referred to A special University
checked by the financial Grant Committee which sets the
v i ce -p re sident. This procedure overall grant priorities of the
would preclude acceptance of institution and reviews the
grant money not in keeping with program at least once a month.
the University's basic goals or
In addition to on campus
grant programs which end up information and clerical services,
costing the University more that the grant development office will
the benefits derived. In addition, also maintain continual personal
the grant committee would meet contacts with government
agencies and private foundations.
Another excellent way to
determine where the money is and
for what purposes it is beging
used.
The Grant Development Office
is being designed to find
unrestricted resources and
resources which will stregthen the
undergraduate programs of the
institution. No grants will be
sought which draw the institution
toward basic research unless that
research also stregthens the
undergraduate program.
(This concept will be presented
to the Long-Range Planning
Commission by Dale Bailey at
December 16 meeting.)

The cost of maintaining
full-time patrolmen on campus for
campus safety and security is
prohibitive and does not give
proper coverage. In addition, the
concept of campus patrolmen is
not in harmony with our campus
style of living. For example, to
maintain one man around the
clock would require four full-time
patrolmen at a cost in excess of
$40,000 per year. In addition, the
maintenance of just one person on
campus would not give adequate
coverage since he could not be all
places at once. There would be in
fact, very limited coverage.
It appears that the need for a
campus like ours is a softer, but
more constant surveillance by a
greated number of people who
know what to do when they see
something that is not correct. The
plan the University has in mind is
this: A director whose duties
would be to coordinate safety
efforts and to communicate them
to faculty and students on behalf
of the administration. We have in
mind a distinguished individual
Brian Thompson and Tom Leavitt are two student representatives on
who could relate to and even be
the steering committee for the Back a Brother scholarship drive.
part of the faculty, like a retired
FBI person or someone with that
type of background.
The basis of the program
would be the selection of twenty
or thirty students who would be
chosen for their interest in the
program and whose employment
stamp eligibility. These cuts will
By SWR
might be tied to the employment
cause
acute human deprivation. In
programs administered by the
Financial Aids Office. A cross
In Tacoma, the Welfare Rights Tacoma food stamp banks and
section of the student population Action Council (WRAC) and
food banks are being formed to
would be represented to get
community VISTA Workers are help feed those who will be most
coverage of all areas of campus.
affected by the welfare cutback.
There would be no uniforms or organizing to fight welfare
UPS students, along with
cutbacks.
other identity except a card which
would be carried by the
students throughout the state, will
UPS students working through
individual.
be asked to support, through
WRAC have formed the Students
None of the students would be
for Welfare Rights.
deeds, the welfare community's
assigned any specific hours. They
A spokesman for the campus fight for economic and political
would merely go about their
justice.
business as students, but also be group, Philip Kaplan, suggested,
alert to safety and security "In choosing to "budget" in the
At the present time WRAC is
requirements for the campus. area of Public Assistance the state
organizing a lobbying campaign in
They would meet with their has once again shown itself to be
Olympia in hopes of blocking
director for an hour a month to
insentive
to
human
needs.
In
some,
if not all, the proposed
be briefed and for a limited
cuts.
amount of training in safety and Tacoma and throughout the state
first aid.
of Washington community
There are now over 200,000
Their duty and obligation to organizations are forming to deal
people in this state who are
the Universiyt would be to think with the emerging crisis."
receiving public assistance. An
safety and security at all times,
The
state
has
proposed
19
cuts
increase to 300,000 (10% of the
and to act whenever necessary.
state's population) is expected
For example, upon returning to in welfare assistance, not to
the campus at night, one of the mention the tightening up of food
within the next few month.

I
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CHAPEL
SPONSORS
FRISCO
TREK
Each year during spring
vacation, University Chapel
Committee sponsors two seminars
in San Francisco. The first
seminar is involved with studying
the problems of a great urban area
and will include sessions with the
San Francisco police, the Black
Panthers, The Red Guard,
ministers within the homosexual
community, etc.
The second seminar deals with
the cultural life of a large city and
students spend most of their time
in art galleries, concerts and at the
theatre.
The cost of the trip is $50.00
which includes transportation,
meals, lodging and program. Each
year these seminars have proven
to be one of the most unusual and
popular events of the academic
year.
Busses will leave the Friday
Spring Vacation begins and will
return Saturday, the day before
Easter. You may reserve a space
on the bus by signing up on
Chaplain Smith's office door.

DeRocher Appointed To
State Advisory Committee
UPSNB—Ernest DeRocher,
director of the School of

Education at the University of
Puget Sound, has been appointed
to the State Advisory Committee
on Teacher Education and
Certification.
DeRocher's new duties as a
committee member will include
advising the state about matters of
teacher preparation and

certification. He will have the
opportunity to make
contributions to the policy of the
State Board of Education.
DeRocher gained his bachelor's
degree in Education at Central
Washington State College in 1958.
He continued his education at the
University of Idaho, where he
earned a master's degree in
Education in 1964.

welfare rights supporters organize
The present income for welfare
families is far below national
poverty levels. The average
welfare payment received by a
family of four in Washington is
$228.36 per month. The Office
of Economic Opportunity (0E0)
poverty level is $300.00 per
month for an urban family of
four.
Medical coverage is also
limited. The State's medical
program does not provide any
kind of preventive medical
assistance, glasses, or dental work.
The state has released a list of
19 proposed cuts in Welfare
services reducing further the
welfare coverage which is
presently deemed inadequate by
the federal government. These
cuts may include a 10-30%

decrease in the amount per
individual grant, elimination of all
exceptions to policy, and the
re-imposition of a "maximum"
grant. This alone will jeopardize
the means of subsistence of some
700 families.
Programs that may suffer
cutbacks or elimination include
summer youth employment,
"medical only", (medical
assistance for those people with
incomes just above the states
poverty level), and some social
services which now include family
counseling. Other proposals are
laws enforcing children's
responsiblity for the care of their
parents, and "lien laws" providing
that all welfare recipients sign
away their property to the state.
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FRAGILE ARCTIC ENVIRONMENT THREATENED
Proposed Oil Pipeline May Harm Tundra
(Continued from Page One)

the entire Arctic environment and
try to figure out what can happen
Yet the danger of polar work, under all conditions.
which killed 3 of his his close
Dr. Campbell says he's
friends, has not discouraged Dr. personally trying to find out,
Campbell. He accepts the "What we can to that ocean if
challenge with serenity, saying we're stupid."
simply, "When you are finally
able to look beyond the danger
and the fear, you are rewarded
with sights of incredible beauty.
Besides, the way you gain the
least is by playing the safe game."
That's where the oil comes
Playing the safe game does not in—or shouldn't. Outside his job
seem to be Dr. Campbell's forte with AIDJEX, Dr. Campbell has
under any circumstances. His taken on the matter of the oil
work in the Arctic (the most exploration in the Arctic and
recent) has made him an Alaska. The problem is twofold:
international expert in that little What will happen if they try to
known field and a devout move the oil in ships? and What
conservationist, who wants to will happen if they try to move oil
waylay what he terms, "man's in a pipeline across the
possible worst Eco-catastrophe". permafrost?
Using the theoretical models of
These concerns led him to a battle
against the oil tankers and the Arctic, Dr. Campbell found
out that the effects of an oil spill
pipelines in Alaska.
would be disastrous there. It
would take as few as '/2 dozen oil
tanker spills to create the heat
that could destroy the Arctic ice
As a geophysicist and an
cover. Our weather is integrally
oceanographer, Dr. Campbell is
related to that ice cover; plus the
the American Director of the
possible melt could raise the mean
Canadian-American "Arctic Ice
level of the ocean 300 feet. And
Dynamics Joint Experiment"
there has been an average of 1 oil
(AIDJEX) They are doing
tanker a month destroyed in the
preliminary work for a future
nast five years.
international project that would
set up a series of drifting-stations
across the Arctic ice
Dr. Campbell bewails the
relatively small investment the
United States has put into Arctic
exploration to date. (Russia has
long been the pioneer in the polar
When oil was discovered in the
regions.) Although we spend 50
billion dollars to get to the moon, Arctic, the Humble Oil Company,
"we don't understand large convinced that they could
portions of our earth—our penetrate the sea ice, spent 50
million dollars to build the super
"spaceship" he declares.
Thirteen to fourteen percent of oil tanker, the Manhattan. They
the earth's oceans are covered took the armor plated ship into
with sea ice and between eighty the Arctic, Dr. Campbell explains,
and ninety percent of the earth's during the warmest summer in 60
crucial total water supply is years and went only about 'A a
frozen. Dr. Campbell points out mile into the heaviest ice. They
that UNESCO feels that a returned with cries of SUCCESS,
disastrous water shortage will but the secret apparently leaked
preceed the world famines that out any way: the Manhattan,
will result from over-population. without ever penetrating the
In the face of this problem, ice is heaviest ice pack for more than
a "totally unused resource".
five miles, had 3 holes in her side,
Geophysics—an environmental large enough to drive a truck
science—is "the key science we through. A quarter million barrels
need now ...The use of space is of oil could have been dumped.
The Manhattan's second trip,
to look at earth" the man
made just into the archipelagos of
concludes.
the ocean and not into the
compressed ice, was another
failure: a 15 knott wind change
holed her again.
Currently, AIDJEX (under the
Two weeks before the lecture,
auspices of the United States
Humble Oil announced that
Geological Society) is doing
they're giving up the Manhattan
research to understand the motion
project.
and the drift of the entire ice
Dr. Campbell attributes this
cover. The work includes studying
victory to the outcry made by the
atmospheric conditions; ice strains
Eskimos, the Canadian
and movements; ocean currents
government and the American
and the meteorology of the
public.
Arctic. The studies are done from
Now the oil companies are
ice stations, dives, submarines and
applying
for permits to build a
aircraft. Then, they build
pipeline
across the Alaskan
theoretical computer models of
tundra, terminating at a warmer

What we can do
if we're stupid

The Key Science

The Good Ship
Manhattan

AIDJEX

port in Alaska. The oil would then
be shipped to refineries, probably
through Puget Sound's harbors. A
ship with 2 million barrels of oil
that broke, warns Dr. Campbell,
could wipe out Puget Sound.
But the pipeline in Alaska is
even potentially more hazardous.
It would be built across the
extraordinarily fragile permafrost
and tundra. Permafrost is the
2,000 foot deep -layer of frozen
sand, silt and snow that melts just
enough-to maintain a covering of
hardy plants and animals. That
ecosystem is very simple, and
therefore, very stable. Since the
last ice age thawed, lichen have
grown on land to feed the caribou
which , in turn, are eaten by bears
or Eskimos. In the ocean, algae
supports zooplankton, which
supports seals and they are eaten
by bears or Eskimos. The Eskimo
culture, entirely dependent on the
caribou, is 10,000 years old—one
of the oldest continuing cultures
in the world. This fragile culture
would be completely destroyed
by an oil spill that could melt the
permafrost.
The oil companies are
considering many precautions to
prevent a pipeline breakage, but
Dr. Campbell does not believe
they will be enough.
There has never been a pipeline
built anywhere bigger than 18
inches that hasn't failed. Yet, the
Alaskan pipeline, expected to
carry 2'/2 million barrels of oil an
instant, is 5 feet in diameter. It
cannot be made smaller, because
of the size ane structure of the
bed.
The pipe must travel across
700 miles of permafrost; very
rugged river beds that turn to
permafrost when the pipe
destroyes theirbalance: and over a
chain of mountains with loose,
unstable rock formations. In
addition, the area is the major
earthquake epicenter of the earth.
At the end of its journey, the oil,
heated to 150 degrees, will have
to be transferred into ships—in a
port that has the highest tides in
the world.
-

6 Billion Dollars
Those engineering difficulties
may be overcome with a
tremendous amount of research,
but the cost will be prohibitive.
The current model, building the
pipeline on towers and
refrigerating the ground beneath
(to save the permafrost) would
cost 6 billion dollars—for the
towers alone.
The towers, with the ice fog
their excess heat would create
might still be the fatal deterrent
to the caribou migration.

DR. WILLIAM J. CAMPBELL, the scientist who told an oil
company they couldn't build a ship that could safely penetrate the
Arctic ice—and he was right. Dr. Campbell, a geophysicist and
oceanographer for the United States Geophyscial Survey, lectures
frequently on the UPS campus about his concerns with the Arctic
ecology.

To what end, Dr. Campbell
asks. He wonders if the nation
that produces 300 horsepower
ears really needs that extra oil. If
it is a necessity, why can't the oil
be pumped through Canada's
Mackenzie pipeline, already
Connected to the East coast
refineries. (Which would avoid
ships altogether.)

Gluttons
The answer seems to be
money. To share Canada's
facilities would mean sharing the
wealth with them. And, our
society, "the greatest gluttons
ever", demands that we consume
the oil and its byproducts.
However, the defeat of the
Manhattan project convinced
courageous Dr. Campbell that it is
possible to fight back. Public
opinion, working on the
businesses andthe legislators,

challenged that project. It may
stop this one, if the people are
willing to fight back.
Most important, thinks Dr. C.,
is that every American needs to
cut down on his consumption; for
example, by refusing to drive a car
with over 100 horsepower. Then,
he feels, we will have a society
indeed, where "Less is more".

BUDIL'S
FLOWERS
"Especially for
YOU!"
6th Ave.
at Oakes

Tel.
FU 3-4739

BREAKTHRU
GR 5-9909 52nd & So. Tacoma Way
for information
18 and over
Thursday & Sunday
8 p.m. 12 p.m.
Friday & Saturday
-

ONLY $1.00
for College Students

9 p.m.

-

3 a.m.

with A.S.B.

Skate Your Date at

For All Your Needs
The Closest
Drug Store
to the College

Lakewood
Ice Arena
WED. — 8:45 - 10:30
THURS. — 6:15 - 8:15
FRI. SAT. SUN. — 8:15-10:15
SAT. - SUN.
2:30-4:30

GLInDERSOn
Orr9i7ai jewei7
764 BROADWAY

527 PINE STREET

CHAPMAN'S
DRUG

TACOMA

SEATTLE

3123 North 26th

BRoaciway 2-4295

MA 4 - 1531

5K 2-6667.

STUDENT RATES
Admission
.90
Skate Rentals .45

7310 Steilacoom Boulevard S.W.
JU 8-7000
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HOLIDAY TRAIL
OPERA FIRST
NEED AN USUAL
CHRISTMAS PRESENT? Tickets
for the next Seattle Opera
Association's production, of
Mozart's MARRIAGE OF
FIGARO, will be sold at UPS for
a reduced rate. Thursday,
Hanuary 21, will be opening
night; tickets are available for a
balcony seat and a round trip bus
ticket for only $5.50. Please give
me your name, address,
telephome number and number of
tickets desired and send it to Sara
Combs, TRAIL OFFICE. Tickets
must be paid for when you pick
them up. Thank you.

UPS POTS
WIN
AWARDS
STAFF REVIEW

The entire TRAIL staff would like to wish you a very peaceful Holiday
and a productive New Year.

CLASS
The Puget Sound TRAIL rec
eived a first class rating from the
Associated Collegiate Press critical
service for the papers published
last spring semester.
In addition to the first class
rating, three marks of distinction
were received in: coverage and
content, writing and editing, and
editorial leadership. One more
mark of distinction would have
made the TRAIL All-American.
The other two categories where
marks of distinction are possible
are physical appearance and
and
physical appearance
are
photography.
The marks of distinction are
awarded for unusually high quality and especially creative or distinctly lively, appealing work.

The first state-wide exhibition UPS. Fifth place went to Lucill
of threads and clay opened last Nutt, a potter from Seattle.
Sunday at the Allied Art Gallery
There were six awards of
in Tacoma. UPS Pottery students Juror's choice. Five UPS students
dominated the ceramic awards were honored with this award, as
with Jeff Proctor (first), Jay well as one alum.
Calder (second), Ken Stevens
(third), and Mavis Kallsen
Heading the list were Bruce
fourth all raduate students at Dedmon, Don Taylor, and Mel
Clark. Also honored were Ken
Edwards and Russell Yamamoto.
The exhibition is quite unique.
It includes new and exciting
stitchery, weaving, and Macrame.
The combination of the
guitar and Curt Barbar, tenor.
creative
use of threads and fibres,
Following the service the
Congregation is invited to the alongwith clay and pottery makes
home of Chaplain Smith for an it an outstanding exhibition.
open house. We'll have goodies to
The ceramics award winners,
celebrate this magnificent season.
Jeff Proctor, Ken Stevens, Bruce
Dedmon, Don Tatlor, and Mel
Clark will be teaching beginning
pottery during the Winterim.
Part of the pottery Winterim
will be at the Commencement Bay
Campus. Students interested in
participating in this Winterim
program at CBC should contact
Dr. Robert Albertson.

16th Century Christmas Service
By JEFF SMITH

continues through the whole

message pf the ,birth. Each lesson
,

UPS CHAPLAIN
University Church will
celebrate the Christmastide this
coming Sunday with a Sixteenth
century English service of Nine
Lessons and Nine Carols. This
service, coming from Oxford
University during the 16th
century begins with a lesson about
the coming of the Child and

is accompained with a carol.
Participants will include
Carolyn Fortney on the
harpsicord, Jim Bender on the
recorder, Laurie Clark on the

Have a

(

Continued from Page One)
academic purposes.
In additional action, Lloyd
Stuckey, bursar, and Ray Payne,
dean of men, are attempting to
arrange a meeting with Mr. Dale
Carlisle, financial advisor for the
Fiji fraternity, regarding the
situation there.
The committee also considered
the possiblity of allowing partial
meal tickets for students living in
University housing. Stuckey
referred to difficulties arising
from a 1965 agreement the
Trustees made with the federal
government for the loan which
financed some of the campus
housing.
Parietal rules and regulations to
insure maximum occupancy,
according to Stuckey, have locked
us into certain situations.
The matter is under further
study.

INOIVN EePc
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Co-Hit!
GLEN CAMPBELL

P

in "NORVVOOD"

0 BOXY
0 El

0
0

Grace Loved
Them All!

"

THE DEAN ' S

co-Hit!
A Strange Love Story
" 2 GENTLEMEN
SHARING"

TEMPLE

of 7
OPAcarie7AWards
i
JULIE CHRISTIE
OMAR SHARIF

DOCTOR
ZHIVAGO

Carriage House
Antiques

ASB Offimrs Have ar ,

Join The
'
Pleasure Seekers
" THE LOVE
REBELLION"

0

Gripe ?
•••

Housing
Committee

NARROWS

Consult their mag ic booklet!

In cooperation with no one at
all, the ASB presents the first
annual ( and possibly the last)
"Associated Students of the
University of Puget Sound
Moonlight in Vermont, New
Shoes, Sunshine on Newly Fallen
Snow and Children at Play,
Grazin' in the Grass, Heavy
Reference Book".

3620 -- 6th Ave.
SK 2-6884

Mike Black & Jim Peterson

MA 7-7161

Co-Hit!

Jason Robards
00
Stella Stevens
A "THE BALLED OF
e
g CABLE HOGUE"

Gr
■■ •
.

BUCK'S
6``'& Pearl

Call Ahead
111V
1 6---) LO 4-8222

Flowers
"Flowers for every
occasion"
1620 - 6th Ave.

r

'

No one is quite sure what it is,
"The Annunciation" a triptych by the Sixteenth century
but it is guaranteed to be good. Flemish
artist, Robert Campin, will be on the altar at the
Plus!!! It is free and that makes it
University Chapel for the Christmastide.
good even if it's bad. M. Putnam
The three part picture is unusual for its complex
was quoted as saying, "A
symbolism
and the mousetrap on the windowsill of Joseph's
reference book to guide students
workshop
has
caused some art critics to refer to this painting
that have a gripe.'.
Whatever it is, you can get one as "The Madonna and the Mousetrap."
The original is in the Cloisters Museum in New York City.
after vacation, maybe.

Farley's

0e

MICK JAGGER in

"PERFORMANCE"

HOLIDAY PARTY?
ROOT BEER-75c A GALLON
4 gallons or more

■

vr- A

■ ■

■ ■•■
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Tax-deductible

Canada Plans
Crack Down On
Draft Dodgers
OTTAWA (CPS)—The
Canadian Federal government is
moving to crack down on the flow
into Canada of draft dodgers,
deserters and politically active
people generally.
Otto Lang, minister of
manpower and immigration, told
a recent press conference that
stringent immigration rules
proposed in a special report for
the government are aimed at
ensuring that Canada gets the
"cream of the crop".
"Revolutionaries would be
kept out of the country if they
are intending to subvert our
democractic process," Lang said.
The report, compiled by
Toronto lawyer Joseph Sedgewick
at government request, calls for a
security review board which
would consider the cases of
people engaged in
extra-parlimentary opposition in
their homelands.
The government would . have
the last word in defining security
risks because the minister of
immigration would decide on
appeals against negative review
board decisions.
The operation of such a board
is complicated, Sedgwick says,
"because those in charge of
security cannot, in most cases
reveal, publicly, their information
or its source."
"I assume that the security
board will sit in camera, " he
writes, " and that it will have the
power to consider evidence that
would not be evidence under the
strict rules they apply in Courts of
Law, and particularly that it
would have the right to receive
evidence by way of solemn
declaration."
The proposal would also allow
the government more space to
cooperate with United States
officials in discouraging draft
dodgers and deserters from
emigrating to Canada. Once the
word spreads in the U.S. that
appeals will be limited and
applicants may have to go through
strict security clearance, the
number of "exiles" applying for
landed immigrant status will likely
increase. The applicants could not
afford the risk of being turned
down and deported back home
where they would face jail terms
of a minimum of five years.
Draft dodgers and deserters
usually use their "illegal" stay in
Canada to accumalate the points
they require for admission to
Canada under the point system.
If they are ordered deported
because they do not at first meet
the requirements, they can appeal
the ruling. And because of the
backlog of appeals is so heavy,
their case may be postponed for
up to a year. In the meantime,
they can line up for a job and be
"entrenched."
In most cases, the board, faced
with a dramatic change in status,
grants the appeal.
Under the new proposal, the
draft dodger or deserter would
not be able to make that long
appeal. He could only go to a
special inquiry officer who the
report says should not deal with
appeals quickly. The person
would be swept out of the
country.
The only recourse would be to
apply for political asylum.
Sedgewick recommends that the

Status Challenged
PORTLAND (CPS)—The
tax-exempt status of the
Benevolent and Protective Order
of the Elks is being challenged on
the grounds that membership is
confined to "white, male citizens
of the United States" by a Black
resident here.

person responsible for the fate of
this person be the minister of
immigration.
"The granting of political
asylum is essentially a political
question which would be more
sensibly received by the minister
than by a quasi-judicial body such
as the appeal hoard," Sedgewick
says.
Sweden is the only country
which recognizes desertion as
grounds for a political asylum,
and there is reasonable doubt that
Canada will follow Sweden's
course.
Other recommendations in the
report are measures that would
"sensibly reduce" the legal
recourse of those who pose as
visitors to seek landed immigrant
status while still in Canada.
Sedgwick suggests that
applicants for landed immigrant
status in Canada be examined in
the same way as if they applied
abroad: Should their application
be rejected they would have the
right to inquiry by a departmental
special inquiry officer. There
would no longer be a right to
appeal to the immigrant appeal
board, except by leave of the
board, and such leave should be
given only in special
circumstances.
"At the heart of the current
"breakdown", says Sedgewick, is
a liberal immigration policy which
allows immigrants to get a
foothold in Canada even when
they don't meet the necessary
criteria.
The right of appeal at the
disposal of a person facing
deportation is so far-reaching that
it is years before the court of last
resort-the appeal board—can order
him out of the country via an
`,exclusion order".
Meanwhile, the report says, a
person who did not meet the
criteria when he first applied has a
tendancy to become
"entrenched". He may have
married, started, started a family
and gotten a job, thus changing
the whole complexion of his case.
Sedgewick objects that this
procedure gives unfair advantage
over someone who, for example,
applies for landed immigrant
status overseas.
If turned down, this landed
immigrant has the right to an
investigation by a special inquiry
officer. But unlike a person who
enters Canada as a "tourist" and
then applies for landed immigrant
status, the overseas applicant has
neither the right nor the
opportunity to go before the
immigration appeal board.
Sedgewick insists that
"Immigration to Canada by
persons other than Canadian
citizens or those having a
Canadian domicile is a privilege
determined by status, regulation
or otherwise, and is not a matter
of right."
Visitors entering Canada "Who
are less than truthful as to their
reasons for coming here" should
not have any special rights, he
says.
Although Lang declined
comment on when the report
would become law, it is known
that the government would like to
see it implemented as soon as
possible to rid themselves of the
opposition criticism of Liberal
Party immigration policies.

UNDERWAY: On their way to breaking world's keg-rolling
record, members of Phi Beta Chi social fraternity of the
University of Minnesota-Duluth roll past the famous Aerial Bridge
on the waterfront of the Minnesota port city. The students rolled
the keg more than 150 miles, to the front door of the Theodore
Hamm Brewing Co. in St. Paul.

"Orientation Camps" For
Conscientious Objectors
WASHINGTON (CPS)—The
Selective Service System has
quietly dropped a plan to set up
"orientation camps" for men
granted concientious objector
status who do not fit into any of
the standard work assignments.
In a recent interview, National
Director Curtis W. Tarr, the
former president of Lawrence
University in Appleton, Wisconsin
informally discussed his feelings
about the Conscientious Objector
Alternative Service situation,
currently pending Supreme Court
decisions, and the new image of
the Selective Service System.
On the so-called "orientation
camps," Tarr explained that a
study group headed by the
Deputy Public Information
Officer for the system had come
up with the idea of bringing
together men who would not
accept the kind of alternative
service job which their local
boards wanted to give them.
The purpose of these
"orientation camps" would be to
help "adjust" the recalcitrants to
existing job openings, or to
provide special work for them.
The idea never got too far,
though. National headquarters
decided to hold a conference and
let some of the national
conscientious objector oriented
groups in on the idea and see how
they would react. Among the
organizations which participated
in the mid-October Washington
meeting were the National
Interreligious Service Board for
Conscientious Objectors, the

(CPS)—PIG QUIP OF THE
DAY—"The only alliance I would
make with the Women's
Liberation Movement is in
bed."--Abbie Hoffman.

YELLOW CAB

Central Committee for
Conscientious Objectors, and the
American Friends Service
Committee. They reacted very
negatively.
The idea sounded too much
like the old "work camps" of
World War II; men who opposed
fighting the war were allowed to
stay in what amounted to
concentration camps, as long as
they paid their own room and
board.
In the face of this unexpected
opposition from what SSS
officials term "C.O. Agencies" the
planners at national headquarters,
as described by Tarr, "put the
idea to bed and let it die in its
sleep."
So the idea of bringing
everybody to a camp to counsel
them is dead, though a proposal
to counsel men on an individual
"social worker" basis is still alive.

(CPS) TRIVIA OF THE
DAY—The first toilet paper was
unbleached pearl-colored manila
hemp paper made in 1857 by
Joseph C. Gayetty of New York
City, whose name was
watermarked on each sheet. It
sold at five hundred sheets for
fifty cents and was known as
"Gayetty's Medicated Paper—a
perfectly pure article for the toilet
and for the prevention of
piles."—from the POCKET BOOK
OF FAMOUS FIRST FACTS by
Joseph Kane.

& ALSO
Heart - Lung - Resuscitator
Service

Blacks Hit
Hardest By
Unemployment
WASHINGTON (CPS)--Not
surprisingly, the segment of the
working population hit hardest by
rising unemployment in Nixon-era
America were young black men in
urban centers, according to
reports from the Bureau of Labor
Statistics of the Labor
Department. Young black men
between the ages of 16 and 19
showed a rate of 34.9 percent
unemployment in the third
quarter of 1970.
Total national unemployment
in the same period hit 4,341,000
or 5.2 percent of the civilian work
force. The rate was 3.7 percent in
a corresponding period last year.
In areas designated as povert
neighborhoods, however,
unemployment rose to 8.3
percent compared to 6.8 percent a
year ago. Unemployment among
black men and other Third World
people rose by four percent to a
roate of 7.9 percent, while the
corresponding rise among white
males rose only 2.3 percent to 5.1
percent of thw white working
force.

DAILY PICK-UP AND
DELIVERY AT DORMS

Competitive Prices!

MODERN
CLEANERS
2309-6th Avenue
MA 7-1117

?fa* g
Happy
Holidays
Be sure to see

OR

AMBULANCE

Clifford McGlotten has filed a
suit in U.S. District Court
requesting an injuction against the
Secretary of the Treasury and the
Internal Revenue Service. It asks
that the IRS be required to
rescind the tax-exempt status of
the Elks clubs and other
segregated fraternal organizations
on grounds that the congressional
taxing power is limited by the
constitutional guarantee of equal
protection of the law.
It also asks the termination of
the tax-deductible status of
contributions to the Elks and
other segragated clubs.

us over vacation!

tt.re

Wet-Cy&
"H E F TY"

DOI
BURGERS
SANDWICHES

Open Daily 10:30-12:00 Midnight
Fri. & Sat. 10:30-2:00 a.m.
PHONE IN YOUR ORDER

LO 4-7500
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AT ODDS WITH

Logger's Test Flower Power

CARLOS

By PAT LYLE
UPS ran is basketball win string
for the 1970-71 season to three,
with victories over Sacramento
State and Chico State last week.
Puget Sound's Ed 'n' Charles
Show figured prominently in the
wins. Cool-hand Charles Lowery,
who leads the team in assists is
averaging twenty points a game,
showed his team leadership and
cool style in the wins. Ed Huston,
who got twelve points against St.
Martins, came on strong against
the California opposition and put
in thirty points both nights to
raise his team leading average to
twenty-four points a game.
Huston put in thirteen of fourteen
shots from the field, against Chico
State, and is shooting at nearly a
70% clip for three games.
After the first three games,
Coach Zech finds all five starters
averaging in double figures, with
probably six of the toughest
games of the season lying directly
ahead. The Loggers will open
defense of their Daffodil Classic
Championship against a rugged
San Fransisco State team.

by Carlos Bergerrez

"LOGGER OF THE WEEK"
will be featured throughout the
basketball season. Based on an
excellent point output last week,
senior guard, Ed Houston, is the
honored recipient of this
edition's laurels. The photo
catches Ed sacking two points en
route to a 30 point output
against Sac. State. For the first
three games, Ed posted 72,
resulting in a healthy 24 point
average.

Hola. The first order of
business today must deal with the
inevitable arrival of doubt
following my two wrong
predictions last week. So, let us
proceed.
The Texas-Arkansas game was,
obvious to those who follow the
sport, not the contest it should
have been. True, I was wrong, and
Arkansas got waxed, but they've
had to look better to achieve the
rating they went into the game
with (4th nationally) and, believe
me, they are a much better team.
One significant occurance that
definitely had to effect their
attitudes and was probably related
to their performance was the
Texas pep rally, which packed
some 37,000 screaming fans into
Memorial Stadium on Friday
night. Could anyone around here
generate comparable spirit?
And while we're on the Texas
scene, we can only ponder where
the longhorns dug up their kicker,
the one and only, Happy Feller.
He's an All-American and
apparently an integral part of the
Texas winning streak. And one
can only contemplate where the
U. of W. would stand if they still
possessed the miraculous coaching
talents of Darrell Royal, now head
mentor at Texas.
After Ali and Bonavena slugged
it out Monday, Oscar told Ali he
was the champ, something this
writer is forced to agree with.
Bonavena is infamous for his
ability to take punches, mainly
because he's done it his whole
career and up to Ali, he's never
been put down. The question the
bout answered was that of Ali's
staying power, one aspect that's
never been tested because his
punching power has always
handled opponents by midway in
the fight. To those betting on
rounds, Oscar made it a profitable
Webster for his flashy dress and evening. Coming in February: Ali
stock:market tactics. The second vs. Frazier.
will be the All-Nuts award and
will be presented to head coach,
Bob Ryan, and his bag of peanuts.
We certainly haven't done
justice to every deserving
individual on the team and we
sincerely hope that those
individuals we have honored will
not do justice back to us.

Awards Ice Gridiron Cake
By PAT LYLE
The football season proved to
be long and tough, but also
rewarding for seven Logger
gridiron standouts, who the past
season have shown enough ability
at their positions to be named to
the All-Northwest Football team.
On offense, tackle, Henry
Johnson; guard Dan Devlin; and
center Jerry Meyerhoff made the
grade. On defense: middle guard
Bob Lucy; defensive back Andy
Lofton; and linebacker's Roy
Bogrand and Jim Klietsch were
honored.
The TRAIL Sports staff, in an
effort to honor a few more
gridiron greats has created a few
awards of its own to give another
deserving group of this year's
football team.
First of all Dan Devlin who
closely resembles a cave-man was
selected as the All-Forehead
candidate. The award for for
All-Size this year will go to 275
pound Rick Keely, who plays the
whole offensive line; and ,of
course, the All-Mouth award will
go to Jim Klietsch who has
out-talked himself all season long.
The award for All-Feet goes to
Hugh Larkin, who is so small that
when he puts his shoes on, his feet
outweigh the rest of his body. The
All-shoes award will be presented

to kicker Bob Currier who spends
more time changing shoes than he
does kicking. This year,
quarterback Bob Cason's
scrambling technique has won him
the All-Over award, and Henry
Johnson, who is fairly quick but
also very slow, has won the
All-speed award. The most
distinguished award, the All-Age
trophy will go to nineteen year
old, gray haired Greg Garnett,
who reminds many team mates of
fourty-three year old George
Blanda of the Oakland Raiders.
By popular demand, Louie
Herdener edged out Jim Madison
for the All-Talk award
One of the most sought after
awards on every football team is
the All-Hair award, and this year
we decided to break it down into
two categories. The first refers to
real hair, and that one will go to
John Garland, who edged out Bob
Cason because of his curly style
and early season efforts in that
category. The second hair award
refers to guts, and will go to Roy
Bogrand. Since Roy doesn't have
a heck of a lot of hair left, he had
to rely on guts to go out in the
freezing Lewis and Clark game.
The last two awards will go to
two coaches. First will be
All-Style and will go to Jim

Charlson
Restaurant

.

New Management
NOW OPEN TO
SERVE YOU
915 N. Lawrence--Sk9-9415

BUFF'S

Although his team dropped the
game to LSU (by a wide margin),
Archie Manning must certainly be
commended for his competitive
spirit as he performed in the
game with a full cast on his left
arm, which was broken in an
earlier game. As a result he will be
bestowed with the "True-Grit"
Award, something only John
Wayne has in common with him
at this time. Mongelavita!
I would like to remind
everyone of this weekends
festivities both here and
elsewhere. Of course, the Daffodil
Classic is the local happening,
with Mr. Charles Lowery, as
always, so cool that coats will be
needed inside the fieldhouse. If
Ed 'n' Charles keep pumping in
their 43.6 points a game the
Logger's fortunes can't be too
dismal.
Finally, in closing, it would be
in order to refer to that fabulous
land southeast of here, Colorado,
and the contest their Buffs engage
in tomorrow: the Liberty Bowl.
Yes, the Buffs tackle Tulane in
this annual gridiron battle. It
could be a cop-out seeing how
Colorado my have to go may have
to go with a substitute at
quarterback, but I'll favor the
Buffs by five.
Adios. Hasta la vista, gringos.
GET IT ON!!!

Johny's Tavern
2 Pool Tables
Shuffleboard & Beverages

No. 26 & Proctor
SK 9-9003

Bank
with
a
•
friend.

Barber Shop
and
Shoe Shine Service

4 barbers
Complete Service
SK 9-8586

Puget Sound National Bank
The hometown bank.
26th & Proctor — Phone FU 3-2811

•

3102 -- 6th Ave.
-S
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The TRAIL, under the astute direction of Editor 011ie and in harmonious concert with R.F. and Little T, establishes this SUPER-TATTLER, a
news feature designed to give a comprehensive and authoritative answer to the perenniel question of what's happening.
This service to be of maximum benefit must not be seen as taking away the primary responsibility for seeing that a given individual's affairs are
covere d. That responsibility still lies with the individual producer of an affair. Copy deadline is 9:00 a.m. Wednesday morning. Forms are
available from Howie (Assistant Chief to the Chief Chief) in the TRAIL office.

Mike Tigar
To Speak
On Dissent
Artist and Lectures and the

UPS ACLU will sponsor Mike
Tigar, noted criminal lawyer, to
speak on campus January 9.
Tigar has been in the local
news as ACLU coordinator of
the Seattle 8 defense and a defense attorney for two of the
defendents.
Tigar is nationally known for
his defense in a number of civil
rights cases.
He is now a professor of law
at UCLA and has studied there
under F. Lee Bailey.
Tigar will speak at 8 p.m.
in the student lounge on "Dis
sent and the Courts" and afterward there will be a question and
answer period.

Orphan Party
As in year's past, the Sigma Chi
Fraternity of UPS will hold a
Christmas party for the orphans
of St. Ann's home in Tacoma.
The children will be invited to
the Sigma Chi house for dinner
which will be followed by a visit
from Santa Claus.
The party has been scheduled
for December 14.

Loan Holders

Made Equal
World Campus Lobbyist Wanted Pay
WASHINGTON (CPS)-

Contact Office

Twenty-five colleges and
universities have been given
specific recommendations for
eliminating employment
Any student interested in an
discrimination against women.
undergraduate transfer semester
according to an official in the
of the World Campus Afloat
Department of Health, Education.
Program through Chapman
and Welfare's contract compliance
College should contact Dorothy
division. Recommendations vary
Morris (Jones 115) (or Ext. 211).
from institutions to institution, he
A representative from this
Students interested in the said, but they include eliminating
organization will be on campus
Winterim Ski Class (for P.E. differences in pay scales for men
Monday and Tuesday.
activity credit) should contact and women, increasing number of
Ray Payne in SC 208. There are females faculty members, and
broadening the bases of
still some seats on the busses.
recruitment of women.

Any student who is not
returning to UPS next semester
and who has had a National
Defense Student Loan should
contact the UPS Financial Aids
Office (Jones 108) to discuss
repayment arrangements.

Revisions
Now Available
Assistant Dean Del Gibbs
announced Wednesday that the
class revision lists for Spring
Semester are now available in the
qegistrar's office.

Walt Perry
To Perform

Registration
Closing

All changes in registration,
including dropping classes and
changing to pass fail must be
completed by this afternoon.
Carol Ross, of the Registrar's
office announced this , stating
that it si necessary to complete all
registration changes by today so
that grade cards can be sent out
Monday.

Banquet Set
For Dec. 16

As Condition Of Schooling

in
directing and running a
STUDENT LOBBY effort for the
State Legislative session, please
contact Tom Leavitt in the ASB
Office (SC 203).
Any student interested

SKI CLASS

The passions enjoy themselves
the form of music, so quit
wasting your time with exams
and come listen to something that
is worth listening to.
Walt Perry, poet-singer-composer from the Bay Area will perform on his magic guitar Tuesday
night, December 15, Cellar X at
8:30 p.m.
Wednesday, December 16,
It's more than entertainment
Spurs are sponsoring the Annual
when he plays. He is truly subChristmas Banquet to be held in
time—a high priest of picture paint
the Great Hall.
Doors will open at 4:45 and
dinner will be served at 5:00.
There will be fun, good food, and
don't forget to bring your
Christmas wishes for Santa.
Constitution's 14th Amendment's
Students who do not wish to
equal protection under the law attend the banquet may eat in the
clause."
snack bar area. The dinner hour
Karr has hair that extends just on that side will be from 4:45 to
over his ears, the back of his collar 6:00.
and his eyebrows.
The American Civil Liberties
Union of Washington presently
has several local cases pending
on this particular question.
Jan Peterson, the ACLUW High
School Project director, is suing
both Colver Park High School
and Lakes High School on behalf
of students with grievances over
hair and dress codes.
The cases have been scheduled
to come to court in May.
in

Hair Length Unconstitutional
EL PASO, Tex. (CPS)—It is
unconstitutional to make a
student cut his hair as a condition
to attend public high school, U.S.
District Judge D. W. Suttle ruled.
The judge ordered the El Paso
Independent School District to
give Chesley Karr, 16, "every
reasonable opportunity" to finish
his year's work. He has been since
Aug. 12 because he wears long
hair.
"This country was founded
long-haired people and continue
to pay homage to long-haired
people" Suttle said. "Students
have a right to free public
education, guaranteed by the
Texas Constitution and the U.S.

Afloat Program

CLASSIFIED
Rates: Students, Faculty and Clubs— 71/2c per word.
Commercial 10c per word.
Rates for larger ads on request
To Place Your Want Ad, Dial SK 9-3521, Ext.

ANTIQUES
Antiques, clothes, tapestries,
Parish Prints, bocks, and rugs.
Carriage House; 3620 6th Ave. SK
2-6884, 9 am-9pm.

278

for an Ad Taker

TUX FOR SALE
Man's Tuxedo 41 Regular,
accessories, top coat and hat,
NEW — Call BR 2-7070.

MESSIANIC JEWS
Offer free Bible Literature
concerning their precepts
and beliefs. Write:
SCRIPTURES Dept. C-1082
151 Prospect Drive
Stratford, Conn. 06497

TODAY X
Friday

December 11
1 3 p.m.
-

Proctor House
Restaurant
"Fine Food at
Depression Prices"

2514 N. Proctor

5¢
ICE CREAM
CONES
CELLAR 10
Rm. 10 SC

SK 2-7055

For Quality
Diamonds - Watches
Jewelry-Silver
Shop MIEROW'S
Tacoma's Only Pioneer Jeweler
Extended Budget Terms
No Interest or Carrying Charges

•

MIEROWN
900 Broadway

MA 7-2446

Real life calls for real taste.
For the taste of your life—Ccia-Clola.
acoea-Cola and Coke are'resustered trade-marks which identity the same product of The Coca-Cola Company

euttlecI under the authority of The Coca-Cola Company by

PACIFIC COCA COLA BOTTLING CO TACOMA, WASH.

X

